
GRADE 7- CHANGE
CHANGE

ORIENTATION IN SPACE + 
TIME

Emanuele Kabu



Classwork Homework

WEEK 1 Complete Sculptures! Evaluation

WEEK 2 Kabu Analysis Add image of analysis to journal

WEEK 3 Experiment with Animation method Complete Process page

WEEKS 4-7 Animations! Drawing- object that symbolises a journey 

Evaluation + Inquiry Question

WEEK 8 EXAM WEEK / HOLIDAYS

WEEKS 
9-10

Animations! (No h/w due to “projects”)

WEEKS 
11-12

Prep for Arts Festival / Clear work from Art studios

WEEK 13 LAST WEEK!!!!!!!! :-O



Lesson 1



WHY ARE WE STUDYING THIS?

•You will develop your prior learning in shape and pattern further into 
the concept of movement and growth. 

•Inspired by Emanuele Kabu's animations, you will explore the idea of 
change and motion within your own lives. Where you’ve been, where 
you are and where you’re going to. This could involve looking back 
into your family history to record migrations and movement within and 
across different countries, or it could simply be an observation of your 
most recent journeys. 

•You will consider what makes communication effective- how can a 
story be told without words, how can an appropriate tone be created 
visually and how do you make the audience "listen"?

•As always, we will be extending our written analysis and evaluative 
skills. 



PATTERN AND REPETITION CAN 
COMMUNICATE MOTION.

INQUIRY STATEMENT



Emanuele Kabu

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RbJw8bhcKv6pqxZ7CdLxpkoSGtYCAemP/preview


HOMEWORK

Add image of analysis to journal



Lesson 2



CHANGE animation 

Adobe Photoshop Tutorial



Open Photoshop.

File > New

Film & Video > HDV/HDVTV 720p

This is why...



Before you do anything, save your work.

File > Save As

Click “Save on your computer”

Change the name to your name and “change”
Where: Desktop
Format: Photoshop

Click “Save”

As you’re working, you can now go to File and Save or hit 
command + S and your work will be saved. 



Make sure your “Layers” and “Timeline” is visible.

Window > Timeline / Layers (both should have ticks)



Click the arrow and select 
“Create Frame Animation”

Then click on the button “Create Frame 
Animation” next to the arrow



Unlock your background layer by clicking on the padlock.



Add a single colour to your 
background by selecting the “paint 
bucket” tool

            Then select your colour

Then click anywhere on your 
background



                     Or, you can choose a gradient as your     
                               background by clicking “Gradients”

                                             Then select your gradient

Then make changes / decisions and click “ok”



For this style of animation, you are going to 
create an image of many shapes and lines that 
changes over time. Your shapes and lines won’t 
move, but the addition of shapes and lines will 
create the illusion of movement. 

Every shape and line that you add will become a 
new frame at the end. 

To get started, click on the “Shape” tool and 
select your shape or line.



Draw your first shape or 
line.

You can adjust the 
colour and thickness of 
line at the top.

You can move your 
shape using this tool.



Continue to build shapes / lines. Here, I took inspiration from Kabu’s animation. 



Think about building shapes and lines on top of one another.



When adding shapes, you can adjust the colour here.



SAVE YOUR WORK REGULARLY!

File > Save 

Or “Command + S”



When adding another shape, you could add a shape on top the shape you just added but 
slightly bigger. This creates the idea of growth or that it’s getting closer. 

You could also experiment with gradual changes of colour with each new shape. 



You could also experiment with thickness of line. The lines 
gradually getting thicker as the shapes get bigger will add to the 
illusion that it’s getting closer.



Repeat this process of adding lines and shapes that build...



When you feel like your composition is looking too full 
and busy, you can add a shape that “grows” until it covers 
the entire frame. 

Then you can continue to add shapes on top of it, like a 
new background.



SAVE YOUR WORK REGULARLY!

File > Save 

Or “Command + S”



When you’ve finished, you then need to turn it into an animation. You 
will need one full lesson to do this as it is very time-consuming and 
boring- so you’ll need little breaks! 

First task is to “hide” all of your layers (apart from the first one- your 
first background) by clicking on the little eyes so that the eye 
disappears. 



When all of your layers are hidden (apart from the first one), you then need to “duplicate” your animation frame 
by clicking the + sign at the bottom of your “Timeline”



Then unhide the second layer, by clicking the box so that the eye reappears.



Repeat this process for every layer…

Duplicate frame.

Unhide the next layer.

You will see your animation building in 
the timeline... 



SAVE YOUR WORK REGULARLY!

File > Save 

Or “Command + S”



When you’ve finished, click on the “play” button to watch your animation. Try to work out any problems / 
unexpected movements, but be careful not to make big changes / add shapes, as you’ll have to do that 
whole process again. 

File > Export > Render Video

Click “Render”



Click here to watch the animation from the tutorial! 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OB85Q6H6ZdwJBaq0aAS6Qucq8eS1m4vZ/view?usp=sharing


HOMEWORK

Complete Process page



Lessons 3 - 8 (6 weeks) 



WHAT IS ABSTRACT ART?

HOW DOES THE CONCEPT OF 
ABSTRACT ARTWORK IMPACT 
THE VIEWER DIFFERENTLY TO 
REALISM / FIGURATIVE ART?

INQUIRY QUESTIONS



Example from tutorial (using Photoshop)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1816qSPwf_rolZhQXKQhPrNaCEzUrfljq/preview


HOMEWORK

Drawing- object that symbolises a journey 



HOMEWORK

Evaluation


